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Scott Ford is a Master of unity with the flowing now…Ken Wilber. Every so often, a rather

remarkable disclosure reveals itself that can change our worldview. It can occur through

contemplation, reverie, insight, revelation, reading, writing, or for many, actual physical practice.

Scott Ford has had such a moment of practice, and his world has never been the same. After

reading Scott’s book, perhaps our world will be permanently altered as well. In using his

Parallel Mode Process, we are taken into one of the most revered and hallowed places in

sports. Ford’s work allows us to abide in the living, breathing essence of the zone, dance in the

flow state, and train into it. The book is both a technical as well as intuitive discussion of a new

way of contextualizing one’s athletic experience, engaging both left and right brain

consciousness, and resulting in nothing less than a satori experience. By engaging in the

practice of living in ever-present moment-to-moment awareness, the author creates a non-local

consciousness experience that is life-changing. Thus, through Scott’s highly refined work, we

enter into the Witness state, a revered state of consciousness that is both unitive and

integrated. Sport is the great Western metaphor, a potent medium that teaches us how to

realize our sometimes dormant capacities, and at the same time translate the learning into

everyday situations. The lessons learned from this book apply directly to all walks of life.

Hence, Scott’s discoveries take us into the union of East and West, the spirit and the flesh,

through tennis, sport and life. You may never look at a tennis ball in the same way. Barry

Robbins, Vice President of ITP International- Senior Teacher and Lineage Holder of ITP

(Integral Transformative Practice) Founding Member: Sports, Energy, and Consciousness

Group. About the Author: Author, clinician and performance specialist, Scott Ford has been a

USPTA Professional since 1977. He is the author of Design B: How To Play Tennis In the Zone

(1984), Welcome To The Zone: Peak Performance Redefined (2014), and is a Founding

Member of The Sports, Energy, and Consciousness Group as well as a contributing author to

Sports, Energy, and Consciousness: Awakening Human Potential Through Sport (2014). Scott

has also written numerous articles that have appeared in TennisOne.com, ADDvantage

Magazine, Sports Vision Magazine, and Colorado Tennis. His groundbreaking 2005 video,

Welcome To The Zone gives an overview of the Parallel Mode Process – a process for

accessing, maintaining, and competing “in the zone.” Scott’s unique concepts of flow and the

zone have been presented at the prestigious USTA National Tennis Teachers Conference,

USPTA World Congress on Tennis, the Canadian National Tennis Teachers Conference, and

the 2000 Pre-Olympic Congress of Sports Science and Health in Brisbane, Australia. In 2008,

Scott and Team Arete gave a presentation on Visual Dynamics in Combat to the Commandant

and Senior Training Staff of the Navy SEALS in Virginia Beach, VA. Scott lives and teaches in

Denver, Colorado
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SportUnity of Being, the coming together in action of all dimensions of Self – called Flow or the

Zone is the allure and Holy Grail of the Athletic Experience. From this Unity state comes peak

experience and ecstatic enjoyment of our sport. We have touched the Divine. All who have

participated in sport have felt it.This typically vividly remembered, elusive, yet profound state of

Experience has been thought to be accidental, certainly unpredictable, eliciting the comment,

“if I could bottle it I’d be a billionaire.”Guess what. Master tennis coach Scott Ford in this

extraordinary book shows us how to get there, a predictable way to drop into this Unity state of

consciousness and awareness - the Zone. As Scott points out, we have a choice in the

matter.Scott’s journey of discovery, his Eureka moment and the courage to pursue and develop

this discovery, often times against the grain of more traditional ways of coaching, over the past

40 years is a wonderful story in itself.As a former professional athlete, where the Flow/Zone

state is often experienced, but typically not talked about, I highly recommend this marvelous

book to all athletes. The Flow/Zone state is always right in front of us, it is a question how to

gain access. Scott Ford shows us how.David MeggyesySt. Louis football Cardinals --

1963-69Founding Member: Sports, Energy, and Consciousness GroupAuthor: Out of Their

League* * *This book is a very persuasive demonstration of Ford’s central thesis: that a shift in

exterior mode of operation leads to a shift in interior state of consciousness. That may sound

like the tail is wagging the dog, because biomechanics won’t get you into the Zone, but the

reader will be rewarded with a fascinating tour of the metaphysics of sport.Scott Ford is a

mystic disguised as a tennis coach, with a little bit of neuroscientist and sports psychologist

thrown in for good measure. I’m not sure why he isn’t famous, because he can reliably improve

anyone’s game while simultaneously opening them to the wonder of the Infinite Present. That

is no small thing, and this book is a wonderful map to getting there.Eric Leskowitz, M.D.Dept. of

Psychiatry, Harvard Medical SchoolFounding Member: Sports, Energy, and Consciousness

Group* * *I’ve been fortunate enough to have read and learnt from Scott Ford’s earlier works,

“Design B” and “Welcome to the Zone”. I was mistakenly under the impression that I know

enough about The Zone…and had actually no inclination to read anything further that is related

to this topic.Then, a PDF on Scott’s new book: “Integral Consciousness & Sport” fell on my lap.

It is my good fortune that I intuitively read it with new-found enthusiasm and verve. And what a

treat!Scott is a Master Teacher. He has demonstrated in engaging detail what we can do not

only to prepare for flow but also what we can do to intentionally create a flow state. To me, this

is the way to ease into “effortless effort” and to know with a high degree of confidence that we

will succeed.Integral Consciousness and Sport shows us how to delve into our Higher Self and

become Limitless. I firmly believe that every sport coach worth their salt, should make it a point

to read this book now, or at least, sometime in the course of their coaching career.”Desmond



Oon, Ph.D.Master Professional, USPTAAuthor: Can Eastern Wisdom Improve Your Tennis?

Soft Tennis &Conversation with a Zen Tennis MasterCreator: “Spiritual Tennis” workshops &

seminars* * *As a former professional lacrosse goalie in Major League Lacrosse, I was having

trouble “seeing” a little rubber orange ball that could be launched at me upwards of 115 miles

per hour from three to 15 yards in front of me. So, I went to Scott Ford for what I thought would

simply be a physical exercise in learning to use my eyes in a more efficient way. While he

taught me that, I learned way more about myself than I could have ever bargained for.Ford’s

method to assist people to enter “the flow state” or “the zone” in athletics is extremely powerful

and effective. It helps athletes to become more present, let go of egotistical hang-ups, and

become completely one with their experience. This not only allows athletes to perform at higher

levels than they have ever imagined, but it also provides them with an opportunity to enjoy their

sport more fully than ever before.On top of all this, athletes will take the lessons that they learn

from the transformational experience of being in flow with them into their everyday lives to

become better partners, parents, friends, and contributing members of society. Ford has

dedicated his entire life to high-performance athletics, self-development, and spirituality and

this book ties all of that together in a powerful manner that will leave a lasting mark on athletes

for generations to come.Trevor TierneyCo-founder and Vice-President of Icon LacrosseFormer

winner of NCAA Championship,International Lacrosse Federation World Championship,and

Major League Lacrosse Championship.* * *Do you dream of the ‘perfect’ match or game,

where you compete to your highest potential and enter the Zone? Now imagine there is a

coach who can teach you how to step into that dream on your own on a regular basis. Reading

Integral Consciousness in Sport is like sitting down with that coach for the biggest “AHA!” of

your life.Scott causally distills his powerful insights into relevant and easy to apply real-world

concepts that will change far more than your game. Are you ready for a whole new level of

performance? Your own peak performance in sport and in life? Read this book, apply the

concepts, practice them and prepare to see more than your game start to shift!”Heidi McCoy

and Josh Crist, Martial Arts Instructors* * *Scott Ford is a transformative tennis professional.

Taking a lesson from him (or reading this book) will improve your game and influence your life

as well. When your mind and spirit are revitalized by his Parallel Mode Process, the simple act

of ‘seeing ‘the tennis ball come towards you can change your perspective on the game, and on

life itself.Michael Spino, Ph.D.Founding Member, Sports, Energy, and Consciousness

GroupAuthor: Beyond Jogging: The Inner Spaces of Running* * *Scott Ford practices and

writes, “everyone is capable of playing their chosen sport in a state of flow: everyone is capable

of creating a unified reality with their athletic environment, but because we are so conditioned

to dualistic thinking, subject-object thinking, we find it difficult to shift out of this dualistic

mindset.”For years I have been trying to find out how you can create flow, and now, for the first

time, Scott has clearly outlined the process. This is a significant breakthrough for all athletes in

all sports; the Parallel Mode Process is a step forward in the evolution of sport. I have had

athletes on a number of occasions tell me that they had experienced the effortless flow state,

but until Scott’s excellent book it was all a mystery as to how it was achieved.Now I am trying

to do the same for rowing as Scott has done for tennis. I like the idea that he has probed

deeply, deep psychology at work here. It is truly an inspirational piece of writing and, most

importantly, a worthy practice.Jimmy JoyAuthor: The Joy of Sculling and The Quantum Sculler*

* *And this from Dr. Damien Lafont:Since the very beginning, and later when I met him Denver

in 2008, I always felt there was something different, something profound in Scott’s work. Now,

after spending the last twenty years studying the flow and how to access it, I can say with no

doubt that Scott’s lifetime work is brilliant and revolutionary in the fields of sport, human



potential and consciousness. It will become a reference work in the emerging field of sport and

spirituality.First, if you’re performance-oriented, you will discover in Scott’s earlier book,

“Welcome to the Zone,” that when focusing on your contact zone your response time is three to

five times faster than your normal response times! This is awesome, but it’s only one

dimension of Scott’s work. If, like many people, you are looking for something more in your

sport, in your life, with this book, you will see there is much more in tennis than just hitting a

tennis ball. Scott opens an entire new world where you have to drop your old ideas about

what’s possible and what’s not, about what you can do and what you can’t. Scott offers the first

deep reflexion about the spatiotemporal dimension of flow, and beyond tennis itself, you will

find here a totally new approach to the athlete and his environment.You’ll also find everything

you need to access a higher state of consciousness and maybe experience for a moment or

more your true nature as human being – all of this through sport! How is that possible? The

answer is: Scott takes us back to the present. And more than anything else, presence is what

we need. Not only to perform at our best, but firstly to live better, to live our true nature and full

potential.To be honest, I don’t think Scott’s work is really about sport or peak performance. It’s

actually about “flowing presence.” Everything happens in the present. It seems basic, but we

often get into big trouble because we forget this simple truth. Being in the zone is therefore

being present in the unfolding flow. As Scott says, “Presence IS the Zone”. So, finding the zone

is naturally finding your way back to the flowing presence.There are, of course, different ways

to access the present moment, and Scott points out one of them - a new, dynamic and

effective way to access presence. Scott is not the only one who tried to find the secret to

flowing presence, and the researchers have faced a big wall trying to solve the mystery of flow,

finally concluding the best you can hope for is to create the conditions of flow. With such a

consensus of opinion, everybody stopped at flow.Not Scott! And that’s what I really like in his

approach – no matter the conclusion of the experts – he asked the right question: What can we

do to intentionally create a flow state? Yes, you’ve read well – intentionally create a flow state.

Powerful. So powerful that you won’t be surprised to learn that several research groups, mainly

in the US, are currently working on these questions. They understand the immense

applications in human performance for sport, business or military purpose. With the help of the

recent developments of neuroscience, they put all their effort to find the code to create the flow

at will. But they are still searching …That’s where Scott took a decisive turn before everybody.

From his personal experience, he knew that our attention has something to do with the zone.

So he naturally asked a more precise question: What attentional pattern is necessary for peak

performance? The answer: We need a shift of attention – a shift made consciously,

intentionally. This approach requires a completely different visual strategy centred on the

contact zone: Focusing your eyes, your attention, your thought and your mind on what you

really want: your contact.Indeed, the most important and decisive event in fast-ball sports like

tennis or baseball is contact. So everything you learn about your sport should be to toward the

best contact possible. That’s precisely Scott’s approach. To focus your eyes and your mind.

That’s, in fact, a huge statement. And that’s where Scott is a pioneer. Until now, not only have

we been taught to focus our eyes on the ball, we have also been taught to focus our minds on

the ball – and that’s the origin of all troubles.Focusing on the ball will never tell you what to do,

how to position your body, where to put your racquet. When you focus your mind on contact,

you create a clear image, then your body naturally follows. That’s total trust in your body’s

capacity to do a complex task without you thinking of every single detail. Of course, focusing on

the contact zone, this empty space, may be confronting because it goes against what you

know about your sport. Is fixing your focus on the empty space of your contact zone focusing



on nothing? Not really, you focus on the contact. You focus on what you want to achieve. And

concentration on what you really want, what you truly desire is always how you progress and

get results.Everything in our reality starts from a thought, an idea, and an image in our mind.

Focusing our mind on the right thing is always how we create and change our reality. Here, this

power thought is your contact zone, your contact point, the optimum one. Focusing on what

you want is the Parallel Mode Process – the flow is the effect. Cause and Effect. Simple. Yes

your will can take you to the flow.Of course, what is simple is often dismissed because people’s

conditioning asks for heavy, man-made, scientific techniques. You have to work hard to maybe,

by chance, one day access flow. You have to deserve the zone. But is it true? The answer is no.

Scott shows that you can forget chance, coincidence, and the 10,000 hours of practice. In

short, forget everything you’ve learned about the flow.While the leading edge researchers are

working hard to hack the flow, we are stuck in the old thinking of necessary hard labour and

suffering to access the zone. We struggle, we doubt and often accept the idea that it’s not for

us. We know it’s there, somewhere, but it seems we can’t access it. This moment when

everything comes together. This moment we are waiting for but that never comes. We know it’s

there, right there. It’s so close, sometimes we can feel it. And that’s why we get so frustrated,

feeling unfulfilled, uncompleted – we know it’s here but we can’t find the key! It’s too hard,

requires too much effort, therefore only the lucky ones, talented athletes or brilliant minds can

experience it. Here, the good news is that Scott gives you one key to access this part of you,

you’re relentlessly seeking.Beyond presence, Scott’s work is also about the power of thoughts,

the power of will and concentration. The ability to concentrate and hold the attention upon any

given point at will, and resist all distractions is an absolute necessity to high performance and

rapid progress. Happily you can acquire this art, and the very practice itself is a wholesome

and efficient mental discipline. Have something to do, and do it! That’s mental concentration.

Concentration is only paying attention to right thoughts – and the right thought in tennis is

‘positive contact’. Thus, applying Scott’s method, you can rise from habit formed through

neglect or necessity, to a habit formed because you desire and choose it. Shifting your

attention and concentrate on what really matters. That’s one of the main teachings in this

book.However, we have not been trained to choose our thoughts, and are too much of the time

subject to wandering. The Parallel Mode Process is voluntary concentration. It is wilful

concentration. It is concentration upon a chosen thought. It is doing voluntarily and with a

determined purpose that which you have been letting yourself do involuntarily all your life. Here

we talk about the intentional creation of your peak performance state. Yes this idea goes

against all the sport psychology theories insisting that you cannot intentionally create flow.The

truth is you can. Flow is always available to you – because the present is always available!

Every moment in your life, you can be fully present in the flow state and experience the zone.

Everybody can access these moments. Everybody has the potential to be more present. And

to develop this practice of presence, tennis has something special: the repetitive nature of

actions – hitting the ball again, again and again. That’s the genius of Scott – using the

repetitive nature of tennis as a means to create the flow, and enter your zone.Truth is identical

whether uttered by ancient or modern teacher, no matter what form their teaching takes. For

Scott it happened to be tennis – for others it is dance, music or science. The door is not really

important. What matters the most is what is beyond the door; what is always here, always

accessible, always present.Here you think you play tennis but you are back home – back to the

present! Suddenly, sport becomes a vehicle for awakening to your own true nature. Yes, Scott’s

teaching is a spiritual practice disguised as a sport. The student does the work, walks a new

path without realizing it. That’s the ultimate teaching. That’s also the mark of great teachers.We



are living an exciting time in human development, and it’s an exciting time for you because this

book – if you are ready - will guide you to the path of oneness with the present moment as it

unfolds, and this will change your life. You just have to be willing to change. Scott simply shows

us how an activity like tennis, how sport in general, can be the door to deeper meaning and

higher levels of consciousness. But to open the door, you need to have the will to enter. It’s a

choice. Your choice. That’s the revolutionary idea here, we have the choice to enter, and we

have the power to be present, to be Presence – consciously.Damien Lafont, PhDMelbourne,

Australia, December, 5th 2015.Author of “Back to the Zone - Sport and Inner

Experiences” (2012)and co-author of “Your True Nature - wisdom of living

masters” (2014)AcknowledgementsI would like to thank several people who have helped me to

continue my journey into higher consciousness and flow in sports. Lee Elliott, USPTA, for her

encouragement and support in providing an open-minded atmosphere in which to teach the

Parallel Mode Process. Drs. Michael and Karin Mesches of SciTechEdit International for their

editorial assistance throughout the book. The graphics team of Cindy Sewick, Sara Ford, and

Tyler Ford for the cover design and interior graphics. And finally, to my wife Jane for walking the
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The ZoneAfterwordAPPENDIXThe WallInstructionsGlossaryBibliographyForewordBy Ken

WilberStates of consciousness are a key component of the Integral Model and an Integral Life

Practice, and I believe Scott Ford has discovered a truly new, novel, and effective way to

access a profound state of unity consciousness, also called “integral consciousness” —the kind

of state you’d expect from meditative and contemplative spiritual training. But Scott isn’t a

spiritual teacher; he’s a Tennis Teaching Professional. In his “day job” Scott is a Peak

Performance Specialist at a tennis club in Colorado, and he markets his teaching as “Tennis in

the Zone.”For the modern-rational segment of the population that believes only in scientific

materialism, “spiritual states of consciousness” are, at best, the epiphenomenon of neurons in

the brain misfiring in a particularly unfortunate way. For this strictly empirical worldview, having

a direct experience of Infinity and having a psychotic break are generally seen as equally

aberrant experiences deserving of medical intervention. Hence, for most of his professional

career Scott has described his work as getting people in touch with “the zone,” rather than

getting people in touch with Spirit.The remarkable fact is, based on a practice he stumbled

upon and then refined for over three decades, Scott has come to know Spirit quite well. As

much as Scott loves introducing people to their athletic peak performance state, introducing

people to their own deepest dimensions of being and reality is much more rewarding. This is

the purpose of the book you now hold in your hands. So what’s the practice, and how does it

work? It’s called the Parallel Mode Process (PMP), and it all takes place in the present, so that

is where we will start.The great contemplative spiritual traditions of the world are unanimous in



asserting that the present holds the key to realizing the nature of ultimate reality or Spirit. They

maintain that this ultimate or absolute reality must be entirely and fully present in all moments,

and that there are no moments in time that are “more real” or “closer to” Spirit than other

moments. Spirit, to be truly absolute and infinite, must be 100% present at all times without

exception. In fact, these traditions maintain that Spirit transcends time entirely, and is itself

timeless and eternal. Spirit was there before time began—before the Big Bang—and so it must

be equally and entirely present at all points in time. Therefore, if you desire to know Spirit, you

need only examine this present moment. To look anywhere else is to assure you will always

miss that which is always present.The Christian mystics maintain that there are at least two

major ways to define what we mean by “the present.” They refer to these distinctions as the

nunc fluens and the nunc stans. The nunc fluens is the “passing present” in which most people

feel they live their lives. The 2-3 second gap between past and future in which all experience

unfolds. This passing present can also be seen as the “flowing present,” as time can always be

felt as flowing from past to present to future. Here, there is always a sense of movement, as if

you are standing on a raft, floating naturally and easily with the currents of a vast river.The

nunc stans is the “eternal present,” and this eternal present is the home of infinite Spirit. The

nunc stans, as the absolute present, embraces—or transcends and includes—all time as it

arises in the nunc fluens, or relative present. Here, in the nunc stans, you stand free of the

movement of time and becoming, the movement of all rivers and rafts, and there is the feeling

of utter stillness, immovability, and timelessness.In the course of meditative or contemplative

training, the great mystical traditions will invariably teach their students how to rest within the

passing present before they attempt to point out the eternal present. Students will be taught

concentrative exercises designed to rein in their wandering attention from flights of thought into

the past or future. Maintaining steady moment-to-moment awareness is the task at hand, and

often students are taught to simply follow their breath. With practice, students begin to notice

that the mind quiets down of its own, the body relaxes, and the breath becomes slow and deep.

Most people find they are introduced to a powerful sense of equanimity, peace, and deep

contentment. Through effort, concentration, and diligent practice, the body and mind are

brought to a state of stillness and deep acceptance of the present moment, exactly as it is. This

is not itself an awakened or enlightened state, but simply the student ceasing to divert attention

into past and future, and finally becoming profoundly one with the nunc fluens, the flowing

present.As remarkable as unity with the nunc fluens is, the enlightenment traditions see this

state as a prerequisite for beginning to locate the nunc stans. If one cannot peaceably rest in

the present moment as it arises and falls, letting all thoughts and sensations be as they are

without objection, one’s awareness will never be free enough to effectively enquire into the

nature of the eternal present. This enquiry has nothing whatsoever to do with effort or

concentration, but rather with the recognition of Spirit in its timeless dimension. A common

practice here is a variation on neti neti, which simply means “not this, not that.” Students here

adopt a position of simply Witnessing all thoughts, emotions, and sensations, and noticing that

that which is aware of all thoughts, emotions, and sensations is intrinsically free of all that. I

have thoughts, but I am not my thoughts. I have emotions, but I am not my emotions. I have

sensations, but I am not my sensations. If I am “not this, not that,” then who am I? Who is this

Witness that impartially notices all qualities of experience and yet has none of its own? What is

this awareness in me that perfectly mirrors all phenomena without grasping or avoidance?

Gradually, it dawns on practitioners that their own subjectivity, their own IAMness, is without

any boundaries whatsoever. All objects that arise in awareness are exactly that: objects, and

not the true subject. “I” cannot possibly be any object whatsoever, because objects possess no



consciousness, awareness, sentience. With time, it becomes clear that a thought or an emotion

is an object in exactly the same manner as a rock, a chair, a nose, or a kidney. I may have a

thought, emotion, rock, chair, nose, or kidney, but I am not any of those. Who am I? When one

has dis-identified with all objects whatsoever, one experiences what Zen calls “body-mind

dropped.” You are the Pure Witness, the Absolute Subject, the Infinite I AM. This is your own

Buddha Nature, this is your own Christ Consciousness. This is who you were prior to the Big

Bang. In fact, this is who you are prior to the Big Bang. The Big Bang never happened, not in

Truth. In Truth, only vast Emptiness is real, only radically unqualifiable Being is real, only infinite

Godhead is real—and I AM That.The illustrious Hindu sage Ramana Maharshi, echoing

Shankara, stated the Truth thusly:The world is illusoryBrahman alone is realBrahman is the

Absolute, the Unqualifiable, the Eternal. But the story does not end here in the Big Empty,

because Ramana Maharshi was a profound nondual Realizer, and the Truth—the Whole Truth

—is contained in the capping line of his three-line summary of spiritual

understanding:Brahman is the worldThe nondual traditions, East and West, proclaim in unison

that Form and Emptiness are not-two! Form is exactly Emptiness and Emptiness is exactly

Form. There is no duality to be found in Reality. Nirvana and samsara are One, the One without

a second. Eternity is in Love with the productions of time, and the Awakened Masters tell us of

the Joy and Bliss of this most Holy and Blessed union. There is no struggle, strife, pain,

suffering, or injustice anywhere in Reality. There is only Spirit, and this vast and wondrous

Kosmos is but a gesture of infinite Freedom, an ornament of the Eternal. Resting as the eternal

present, I cannot help but Love everyone and everything that arises in the passing present,

and I feel nothing but perfect Harmony between time and the timeless. There is only Spirit,

there is only God, there is only the Absolute. There is only Perfect Unity and Radical Freedom

and Divine Delight.We have travelled from the nunc fluens to the nunc stans to their ever-

present unity as the Nondual, and now we can turn to the topic of this book: Tennis “in the

zone” and the Parallel Mode Process..As we stated earlier, students of the great Wisdom

Traditions must generally demonstrate an ability to be one with the nunc fluens—the flowing

present—before they are taught how to be one with the nunc stans—the absolute present.

Typically students are taught forms of silent meditation or contemplation whereby they learn to

be attentive to the present moment without grasping or avoiding. These practices are designed

to focus and still the mind, the emotions, the body. These practices show you the experience of

what it is to be a human being when you are not compulsively ricocheting between past regret

and future fear.One begins to learn that a life lived in the present is a life of flow, and that,

remarkably, it is difficult to locate any truly insurmountable problems in the present. Challenges

and difficulties can and do arise, and they may alter the course of your life forever, but they no

longer have the ability to brutalize you as they did before. By abiding in the present moment,

even pain, sickness, and death can be met with equanimity, compassion, and dignity. I discover

that as painful, irritating, or boring as the present may be, it is the avoidance of the present that

causes me to suffer. It is the resistance to the present moment which actually generates

suffering.It is monumental when students realize that when they stop avoiding, resisting, and

fleeing the present moment, they stop suffering. Suffering is created by “moving away” from the

present, and the only person who can cause me to “move away” is me. I am entirely

responsible for the causation or cessation of this movement, and it is only with this insight that I

can take responsibility for my entire human life and how it affects those around me. The insight

that suffering is self-generated is often considered the bedrock of a meditative or contemplative

life. This insight is found through the power of not “moving away,” and by not moving away I find

unity with the flowing present, the nunc fluens. The monumental realization is that when I stop



avoiding and resisting and fleeing the present moment, I stop suffering.As simple as it sounds

to “abide always in the present moment,” these spiritual disciplines are really and truly

disciplines, requiring focused practice at least once a day. It can be many months before

practitioners experience the clarity, equanimity, and freedom of spiritual practice, and it can be

many more years before practitioners have access to this experience with regularity. For this

reason, many people simply give up on their practice, or only practice half-heartedly and

infrequently. Many people feel that the amount of time and effort they put into their practice

relative to the benefits they perceive is just not worth it. It can often feel like an exercise in

futility, because the mental and emotional “chatter” familiar to us all simply does not die down

by sitting quietly for half an hour every day. It just becomes an acutely aggravating experience

of just how distracted and unsatisfied we actually are. And why should I do that to myself every

day? I am more aware of my suffering than ever, so screw it!Observant readers will have noted

that I have not mentioned the practices that one does to get in touch with the absolute present,

and there’s a good reason for this—the Great Wisdom Traditions are clear that there is nothing

you can do to get in touch with the absolute present, which is to say, absolute reality itself. For

absolute reality to be truly absolute, it must always be 100% present. Trying to locate the

absolute present is like trying to locate your foot—it is always there, you just have to recognize

it. If you start running around looking for your foot, you are significantly less likely to notice it is

fully present right now.The ultimate paths of spiritual understanding are in fact paths of

recognition. They are not practices because there is nothing to do; there is nothing to “practice.”

These “paths of recognition” generally consist of various pointing-out instructions, which aim to

“point out” the absolute nature of the present moment. But the truth is, most people can’t

actually rest in the present moment long enough to be able to engage these pointing-out

instructions with rigor or clarity. This is why for every major contemplative tradition students

must demonstrate the capacity to be stably one with the temporal present before pointing out

instructions are given. Unity with the temporal present is not a poor-man’s substitute for unity

with the absolute present; it is the necessary and unavoidable foundation of every being who

has ever Awakened to the Absolute. Therefore, if you want to Wake Up, then (1) create an

Integral Life Practice that works for you, (2) find a reputable teacher who specializes in

“pointing out” ever-present Spirit, and (3) do whatever you can to learn how to be one with the

present moment as it unfolds, enfolds, and flows towards your own ever-present Divinity.From

pre-modernity to the present day, the wisdom traditions have been the creators and custodians

of these methods of liberating the human heart and mind – and rightly so. But part of what the

modern and postmodern worlds have shown us is that the Kosmos evolves and the modes of

Spirit’s expression evolve. Just because some extraordinary spiritual souls discovered how to

become one with the present—both temporal and absolute—several millennia ago, does not

mean theirs will be the only way for the rest of time.I believe Scott Ford has discovered a truly

novel and effective way to access the nunc fluens – unity states with the temporal present.

Perhaps, most extraordinary of all, he has made spiritual practice fun! Silent, seated meditation

may be time-honored and effective, but very few people would call it fun, at least from the

perspective of a beginner. No matter how profound a spiritual practice may be, if the student

doesn’t return to the practice repeatedly over time, they are not going to make much headway.

Scott’s practice occurs within the context of the game of tennis, so fun is baked into the

equation from the beginning—people want to come back and play tennis again and again,

especially if they can play tennis in the zone!The other astonishing achievement of the PMP is

that it appears to work in minutes—not weeks, not months, not years—and there are no

special prerequisites whatsoever. Anyone who can hold a racquet can “get in the zone” and



learn what it means to be one with the present. Scott has successfully taught the PMP to

individuals in wheelchairs and children with learning disabilities as well as elite, professional

athletes. You can make this practice as athletic as you want, but you don’t have to be an athlete

to fully experience its value.Scott Ford is a Master of unity with the flowing now, and with over

three decades of experience worshipping in the temple of the present, the Absolute Now also

shines through clearly in his own case. It can be the same for you.Not all who love Spirit are

still and silent. There are those who Dance. There are those who Sing. And there are also

those who Play.How do you want to worship today?Ken WilberDenver, COAn Accidental

AwakeningIn 1978, at the age of 30, I was ready to give up teaching tennis and look for a “real

job.” Teaching people how to play tennis had become increasingly boring; the same thing day

after day: move your feet this way, grip your racquet that way, turn your shoulders like this,

swing your racquet like that…over and over again until I felt like I could teach the game of

tennis with my eyes closed – which, I would come to find out, was exactly what I was doing.On

a hot day that summer, I discovered that my eyes had indeed been closed, but not to teaching

tennis. Rather, my eyes had been closed to myself, to my real self, to my own true nature as a

tennis player, and as a human being. In what I can only describe as an accidental awakening,

my eyes were suddenly opened to the authentic reality of my own being.Here’s what

happened:While I was practicing with a friend of mine, I started doing something on the court

that was very unlike me, something counterintuitive and quite childlike and imaginative. To my

amazement, every time I did this imaginary thing, I found myself shifting from my normal

performance state to my peak performance state; what athletes refer to as playing “in the

zone.”Understand that “the zone” is the Holy Grail of athletic performance, the top of the

performance heap, the peak athletic experience. The zone is flow; flow is the zone. The terms

are interchangeable, and when you get in the zone, you immediately start playing to your full

potential in whatever game you are playing. That’s what is meant by “the zone”. That’s what is

meant by “flow”.The zone, however, is thought to occur only by chance, not choice. Sport

psychologists agree that the flow state exists, but they insist that you cannot make it happen

intentionally. Yet here I was, intentionally doing this imaginary thing on the court that went

totally against everything I had ever been taught about how to play tennis properly, and to my

complete surprise, every time I did it, I found myself right square in the middle of the zone. And

every time I stopped doing it, I went right back to playing “in the norm.”Even my friend noticed

the difference and asked me what I was doing, so I showed him and he agreed to give it a try.

To our mutual surprise he, too, immediately started playing tennis in the zone!“You’ve really hit

on something here,” he said.I wasn’t exactly sure what I’d hit on, but for the next hour we

shared an extraordinary human experience; an experience found in all sports, at all skill levels,

and in every culture in the world. We shared the peak human experience of playing in the

zone.My own feeling at the time was that I had accidentally stumbled across something huge,

a way to immediately access the zone. I vividly remember thinking to myself, “Oh, my God! I

found it!” And at that very moment, my life changed. Not because I had tripped over the secret

to sport’s greatest mystery. That was certainly a part of it, and it has completely changed the

way I teach the game of tennis. But the real change came from something far deeper;

something that reached all the way down to my very being. It was like a part of me that had

been sleeping in the background of my existence was suddenly and abruptly awakened.Every

time I got in the zone, I felt like I was being introduced to a new person, a new me, and I

sensed that this new me was the real me, the true me, the me who had been there all along

just waiting to come outside and play. And now that this new me had been awakened, I knew I

could never go back. I could never return to my former self, and whenever I came out of the



zone, whenever I returned to playing in the norm, I immediately felt incomplete, unfulfilled, as if

I had fallen backwards into a perpetual lie. Only now, I know exactly how to return to the

truth.After this accidental awakening, two things became apparent.I had to develop my ability

to maintain this awakened state – a personal journey that continues to this day.I had to share

this incredible experience with others. This was something I could not keep to myself. The way

I figured it, if I could wake up, others could too.As luck would have it, my practice partner that

day was a clinical psychologist, and when I asked him to explain the psychology of what had

just happened to both of us, he said he wasn’t exactly sure, but that he had some books I could

read. That day I started reading about higher consciousness and the mind, studying this flow

experience from the outside by reading about it, while every day I also spent as much time as

possible observing this experience from the inside by playing this new, imaginary game. It

seemed perfectly logical to me that the best way to develop my own true nature was to get into

the higher conscious state that awakened it, and that meant getting in the zone and

experiencing it from the inside.This “inside – outside” approach to studying the zone and its

higher conscious state eventually led me to the works of the integral community, particularly

the writings of Ken Wilber and Alfred North Whitehead. After reading everything I could find

from the Sport Psychology perspective – the perspective that says you cannot intentionally

create a flow state – my introduction to the integral perspective was like another awakening

altogether. I felt like I had come home. Here was a community that not only talked the talk of

higher consciousness, but also walked the walk. Nobody in the integral community was saying

you couldn’t make the reality of flow happen intentionally. In fact, they were saying just the

opposite: that indeed you could train yourself to intentionally enter into a flow state and even

learn to maintain flow in your daily life.Wow! Paydirt!I’d finally found a community that didn’t roll

its eyes at the mention of higher-consciousness in sport. So I set out to develop this simple

approach to accessing the zone, which, when seen through the lens of sport, is a methodology

for immediately accessing your peak performance state, but when seen through the lens of

consciousness, is a methodology for immediately accessing your Authentic Self. To this day, it

works for all sports, all skill levels, and all ages. I call it the Parallel Mode Process, and it’s so

easy a child can do it.Purpose of the bookThe purpose of this book is to show you how to gain

immediate access to your peak performance state in your chosen sport, which will give you an

immediate taste of what it’s like to connect to the unified reality of your sport as well as to your

own true nature as a human being. It’s a powerful experience, not only because of the obvious

benefit of intentionally shifting into your peak performance state – you immediately start to play

at a noticeably higher level – but also because of the radically different sense of self that you

experience when you’re in a flow state – a transcendent, selfless state that is free from the

bondage of ego.The Parallel Mode Process shows you how to create the sensorimotor

interface between your operating system and your athletic environment that is causal to the

human peak performance state. It shows you how to make the one-to-one connection to your

athletic environment that is required to experience the unified reality of your sport. Make that

one-to-one connection and you will immediately be awakened to your game’s highest potential

– as well as your own.The trick, of course, is learning how to make the one-to-one connection

to your athletic environment. How do you do that? How do you connect to the unified reality of

your sport? Take your chosen sport for example – a reality with which you are familiar. Let’s say

you’ve played your sport long enough to know what it’s about. You may not be an elite

performer in your sport, most people aren’t, but you’ve played it long enough to know what it

feels like as an athletic experience. You might even have played your sport long enough to

have occasionally experienced “the zone.” Those times when everything seems to come



together simultaneously, those times when you feel totally absorbed in what you are doing,

those times when you play at a level noticeably higher than your norm. You’re not sure why it

happened; you only know that when it happens, everything seems right, and you want it to

continue.And then it goes away!Just as mysteriously as it appears and gives you a glimpse of

the game’s unified reality, it suddenly disappears, leaving you to wonder what the heck just

happened and how do you make it happen again?If you have ever had this experience, if you

have ever experienced playing your sport “in the zone,” then you have experienced a one-to-

one connection to the unified reality of your sport. You have also experienced a one-to-one

connection to your own unified reality, the authentic you, the whole you, you functioning at your

full potential in the competitive environment of your sport. And the time you spend awakened to

this transcendent reality is time spent at your full potential. It’s also time spent at the leading

edge of your own evolution as a human being.That’s a challenging reality in which to spend

your time, and this book is designed to show you how to awaken to this transcendent reality in

your sport. In this postmodern world of evolving consciousness, playing in the zone is not only

a way of waking up to your full potential as an athlete, it’s also a way of waking up to your

Authentic Self as a human being.A Simple ShiftBeing able to intentionally create the zone

when I played tennis allowed me to experience the zone from inside the experience itself. But it

also allowed me to observe what I was doing differently with my operating system that always

caused me to get into the zone. By “operating system”, I mean the human sensorimotor

operating system that continuously interfaces with and within the athletic environment.Each

day, after subjectively experiencing my flow state from the inside, I was able to objectively

reconstruct what my operating system was doing differently on the outside. And what I noticed

was that whenever I made a very simple shift in my exterior mode of operation, not only did it

cause an immediate and noticeable improvement in my level of play, but this shift in my exterior

mode of operation was always accompanied by an immediate and noticeable shift in my

interior state of consciousness.Always. It never failed. And it never failed when my students

made the same shift in their exterior mode of operation. This seemingly causal shift was a shift

from playing in a Serial Mode of operation to playing in a Parallel Mode of operation.

Immediately upon making this operational shift from Serial Mode to Parallel Mode, players

would experience two things:A noticeable improvement in their performance.A noticeable shift

in their conscious state.Always. Skill level didn’t seem to matter. From novice to elite, the

experience was always the same: players would immediately get in the zone when they made

this operational shift from Serial Mode to Parallel Mode, and as long as they maintained their

Parallel Mode of operation, they would also maintain their peak performance state with its

higher state of consciousness. But the instant they returned to their normal, Serial Mode of

operation, they would also return to their normal performance state and their normal state of

consciousness.More about the differences between Serial Mode and Parallel Mode a little later,

but for now, it’s only important to understand that making the shift from your Serial Mode of

operation to your Parallel Mode of operation is as easy or as hard as you want to make it. Kids

have no problem shifting to their Parallel Mode. We adults, on the other hand, are so

psychologically conditioned to the state of consciousness that accompanies our Serial Mode of

operation that any operational shift that brings with it a change in consciousness will be

disconcerting at first. You can count on it.The saving grace in shifting to your Parallel Mode is

that it works a heck of a lot better than your Serial Mode. In fact, your Parallel Mode is the most

efficient and accurate way you can use your sensorimotor operating system to connect to and

interface with the ongoing action in your athletic environment – whether it’s a tennis

environment, a baseball/softball environment, soccer, lacrosse, strength training, volleyball,



golf, basketball, jogging, or even walking around the block. The environment doesn’t matter.

Your connection to that environment does.Performance is not about the environment. It’s about

how efficiently and how accurately your operating system connects to and interfaces with that

environment. And when it comes to the difference between performing in your Serial Mode

versus performing in your Parallel Mode, there’s no contest. You in your Parallel Mode of

operation will perform at a higher level than you in your Serial Mode of operation.Here’s the

thing about playing in the zone. You don’t play better because you are “in the zone.” You play

better because when you are in the zone your sensorimotor operating system is functioning in

its most efficient and accurate mode of operation – the Parallel Mode.You can’t help but play at

a higher level when you shift to your Parallel Mode of operation. It happens all by itself, as if by

accident, as if it came over you for no apparent reason – by chance, not by choice.Except that

now you have a choice in the matter. And the choice is to shift from your Serial Mode of

operation to your Parallel Mode of operation. Make the intentional shift to your Parallel Mode

and you create a simultaneous shift in your conscious state, which brings with it a very different

perception of reality.Making the ShiftHow do you make the shift from your Serial Mode of

operation to your Parallel Mode of operation? Here’s exactly what I did on that summer day in

1978 that caused me to immediately start playing tennis in the zone.While I was practicing with

my psychologist friend, I noticed that I was hitting the ball late, my timing was off, which

resulted in me missing shots I knew I should make. It was frustrating to me as a tennis pro, yet

I wasn’t exactly sure how to fix my timing problem. There was nothing in the sports literature at

the time explaining how to correct bad timing, but it was apparent to me that I was hitting the

ball late and I needed to fix the problem or my game would continue to frustrate me.I’m still not

sure why I did what I did next because it was so unlike me, so out-of-character, so silly and

childlike, and yet it made complete sense to me as a way to fix my timing. What I decided to do

was imagine a big picture window spanning the court in front of me where I thought I should

contact the ball. It looked like this:To me, the logic was simple: if I hit the ball at my imaginary

window, then the timing of my contact would be good, but if I hit the ball behind my imaginary

window, then the timing of my contact would be bad. Simple.Contact at my imaginary window –

good timing.Contact behind my imaginary window – bad timing.As we hit the ball back and

forth across the net and I started noticing more closely the location of my contact - I saw that

almost every ball was getting past my imaginary window. I was contacting every ball late

relative to the location of my window, and to fix the problem I decided to concentrate on

watching the ball more closely. The way I figured it, if I focused on the ball as intently as I could,

then I would always make contact at my imaginary window. But that’s not what happened. What

happened was that I kept making contact behind my imaginary window no matter how closely I

focused on the ball. It was like I knew where the ball was, but I didn’t know where my imaginary

window was.That seemed backwards to me, so I decided to do something completely different.

Instead of concentrating on the ball, I decided to concentrate on my imaginary window. I

literally visualized this great big window in front of me, which caused me to visually and

mentally focus on my window instead of on the ball, and instead of using my racquet to hit the

ball back over the net, I decided to use my racquet to keep every ball from getting past my

imaginary window.That was it. That was all I was going to do: use my racquet to keep every

ball from getting past my imaginary window.I didn’t care how I did it or what I looked like doing

it. As long as I kept the ball from getting past my imaginary window, I knew that whatever my

technique looked like, it would be perfectly timed.I had no idea what would happen when I

shifted my focus from the ball to this imaginary window, and I didn’t care. My sole objective was

to defend my imaginary window with my racquet, and to keep myself on task, I simply said



“yes” when I was successful in defending my window and “no” when I wasn’t – immediate

verbal feedback.As I started to play this imaginary game of defending my window, I heard

myself saying, “yes – no – no – yes.” At first, my timing was still erratic, but I stuck with it. It was

fun and I found myself becoming more and more absorbed in this childlike game of defending

my imaginary window with my racquet.Then I heard myself saying, “yes – yes – yes - yes,” and,

suddenly, I was not only keeping every ball from getting past my window, but everything I hit

was going back over the net, even though I wasn’t consciously trying to hit the ball back over

the net! All I was conscious of doing was using my racquet to keep every oncoming ball from

getting past this big, imaginary window in front of me, and the more I did it, the more I realized

that this imaginary game was working a lot better than my normal game!And as I became more

deeply absorbed in playing this imaginary game, it suddenly hit me that I had felt this way

before – on those rare occasions when I had, for some unknown reason, played the game of

tennis “in the zone.” A wave of complete ecstasy washed over me: “Oh my God!” I thought, “I

found it!”At that very moment, I woke up. The real me was awakened. I felt whole, complete,

one with the game, one with myself, one with everything. I suddenly became aware of my

highest level of performance. I knew I was in the zone, and I watched in amazement as every

one of my shots went effortlessly back across the net.And then it went away.As quickly as this

sense of oneness had come over me, it was gone, leaving me back in my normal performance

state, missing the same shots I had just been making, feeling frustrated again, completely out

of the zone, completely back to normal.Only this time, I recognized what had caused me to

come out of the zone. It happened when I started watching my shots go back over the net. It

happened when I stopped focusing on my imaginary window and went back to focusing on the

ball, watching my results, getting caught up in how well I was playing, and when I returned to

my normal way of focusing – POOF! Just like that, the zone was gone.So I figured … if it

worked once, maybe it would work again, and I immediately stopped focusing on my shots and

again started focusing on defending my imaginary window. Sure enough, the same thing

happened again, just as suddenly as it had happened before. The moment I stopped focusing

on hitting the ball back over the net and started focusing on defending my imaginary window

with my racquet, I found myself shifting back into the zone.I could feel it. I could sense the shift

in my performance and in my consciousness, and even though I didn’t know what that shift in

consciousness was or what it meant, I knew it was required for the shift in my level of

performance. Besides, I liked it. It felt right, and I knew, deep down, that this was where I

belonged. I had finally come home. This was the real me.To top it all off, my game was

gangbusters! Still not good enough for Wimbledon, but I didn’t care! I was playing at my

absolute best, and I knew it. I felt it. And I knew something else as well; I knew that this

awakening to my full potential was real. There was nothing accidental or artificial about what

was happening. I was creating the zone intentionally – by choice, not chance – and it

happened to me every time I stopped focusing on the action on the court and started focusing

on my imaginary window.
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Gary F, “Great Book! Scott Ford tells a fascinating story about .... Great Book! Scott Ford tells

a fascinating story about his discovery of a repeatable technique to access the flow experience

(or zone) that he stumbled on while playing tennis. He has worked with this technique,

researched the components (to understand why it works) and successfully taught it to students

over the last 39 years. His description of fixed-depth of focus input pattern vs. variable-depth of

focus input pattern (two different visual strategies to track a moving object), serial mode vs.

parallel mode processing (a shift in focus that leads to a shift in consciouness) and attentional

theory is fascinating. Though Scott is a professional tennis coach he suggests that the

technique is applicable to many (if not all) sports. I am a golfer who had become frustrated

with the sport and was having no fun. Committed to enjoying the sport in my retirement, I have

been looking for way to enjoy the process rather than being so focused on outcome. Scott

suggests in this book that you can enjoy your chosen sport and have optimal preformance by

using this technique. This is an exciting possiblity. In the Afterword Colin Bigelow notes "You

choose this game-so how do you want to play? Like a finite being trapped, mortal, and terrified

of death? Or like a Divine being, who is absolutely thrilled at the opportunity to participate in

literally the most awesome and mysterious story ever told."  I choose the later”

Evie Caprel, “I love sports, and the study of consciousness. What if you could invoke 'the zone'

at will? This book teaches you how! I love sports, and the study of consciousness. Scott breaks

down, in an easily understandable format, how to connect the two for optimum performance. I

have personally experienced Scott's simple but powerful techniques to get me in the zone, and

how to sustain it. I'm a much better athlete using his tools, and even though I met with him

briefly, the book outlines everything you need. His writing style is casual but thorough - it's an

enjoyable read. Whether you are a 'pro' or just love sports and exercise, this book takes a

completely revolutionary approach to being the best you can be.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A true game changer for sports and life.. This book is for anyone who

wants peak performance in sports and life. Scott Ford teaches you how to choose a different

kind of focus - one that takes you away from distractions and external circumstances - to one

that ensures you have positive contact with the ball. As a competitive tennis player, I have

experienced my game shift from struggle to calm; from errors to remarkable consistency, by

practicing Scott's simple methods.This book can help you transform the way you play, and

awaken you to the true potential of your authentic self.”
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